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2015 Big Data Analytics Report on China's Internet Videos was released by Huawei iLab 

on February 1, 2016, which attracts wide attention. This report tells us:

Mobile terminal + fixed network pipe are the main playback channels. Video 

popularity peaks within the week after it is uploaded.

 76% of videos in China support UHD (720p) or a higher resolution, but the U-vMOS 

score stays around 2 due to low bit rate.

 Commercialized 4K content is limited.

 Localized content deployment and reinforced local IDC construction can 

effectively reduce the RTT and enhance user experience.

When we turn to look at Internet video development in Europe, this document may 

provide you a good answer.



[User behavior] Users do not necessarily complete a video from the start to the end. The average 

playback duration is 7.6 minutes, making up 13.22% of the total average duration.

[User behavior] The number of video playbacks may exponentially grow, with hot videos placing 

pressure on the network.

[Video content] YouTube provides multiple resolutions and frame rates for choice, with mainstream 

program sources in 4K display and frame rate reaching 50/60 fps. Video sources with the resolution of 

720p or higher account for 80.62%. The number of 4K video sources soars in the last year.

[Video content] Short videos dominate the YouTube website, with 50+% of videos less than 4 minutes.



[Video content] YouTube's video sources with a resolution of 2K or higher can meet or 

even surpass the requirements for the best video quality. For the countries and regions 

where YouTube enters, carrier-owned videos are in face of severe challenges.

[Video content] YouTube provides extensive emerging video types, such as 3D, 360-

degreee, and 8K videos. 360-degree video is the highly promoted topic for YouTube. 

The top 3 materials for 360-degree videos are immersive sports, immersive horror 

experience, and VR.

[Video experience] Overall speaking, YouTube videos in Europe have poor experience. 

Videos with a resolution of 720p or lower are fluent, but the quality is poor. Videos with a 

resolution of 1080p or higher are of good quality but not fluent enough.



[CDN localization] YouTube has deployed a plenty of CDN servers in Europe, with 

the content localization rate reaching 98.41%.

[ISP network] The home broadband network throughput in Europe fails to support 4K 

videos, with low bandwidth and low throughput the main bottlenecks.

[ISP network] Part of carrier networks in Europe have wide copper access, which 

requires network reconstruction to meet video service requirements.

[Video transmission technology] YouTube uses QUIC, Google's homegrown stream 

transport technology, in Google Chrome browser applications. QUIC transports video 

streams over UDP, which improves the transmission efficiency.



Mass Choice

Video user behavior



The average video duration is 57.8 minutes, while the 

average view duration is 7.6 minutes, only 13.22% of the 

average video duration.

 The average view duration of short videos within 20 

minutes accounts for 55.66% of the average video 

duration.

 The average view duration of videos longer than 60 

minutes is less than 11.05% of the average video 

duration.

7.6 minutes
Proportion of users' playback duration to actual 

video duration

< 20 min 20-60 min > 60 min



Daily views of Adele's 'Hello'

Adele's 'Hello' had over 26 

millions views on the day it 

was released. The number 

decreased afterwards and 

stayed low.
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Daily trend of ISP's video bit rates

YouTube uses the adaptive bit rate 

technology which improves viewing 

fluency by automatically reducing the bit 

rate in the event of poor network quality.

The number of users viewing adaptive HD 

videos vary sharply according to ISP 

networks.
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The numbers of views, 

shares, and subscriptions 

all peak within a short 

period after a video is 

uploaded. The numbers 

decrease afterwards and 

stay low.

Average views and shares per day
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Status quo: diverse video sources to 

fit for varying user demands

Changing Video 

Characteristics



50.81% of YouTube's video

sources are short videos (<

4 min). Long videos (> 20

min) account for only

23.44% of the total.

50.81%

Proportions of videos in different durations

Source: Huawei iLab
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YouTube provides the VP9 and H.264

formats for all video sources.

The bit rate varies sharply between VP9 

and H.264 videos. Regarding the 2K 

resolution or lower, the bit rate of VP9 

videos is lower than that of H.264 videos. 

Regarding the 4K resolution or higher, 

the situation is the opposite. 1702 
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The Google Chrome, Firefox, and 

Opera browsers that all use the 

VP9 codec by default account for 

70% of European market shares. 

Android-based YouTube clients 

also use the VP9 codec. VP9 is 

the mainstream of YouTube 

traffic in Europe.

Market shares of mainstream browsers in Europe
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YouTube provides 14 types of 

mainstream resolutions to 

accommodate varying terminal 

and network requirements.

Some 720p, 1080p, and 1440p 

videos provide a high frame 

rate of 50f/60f for superior 

video quality experience.

Video resolutions and bit rates
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Based on the bit rate 

requirements provided by 

human factors engineering 

tests, YouTube's videos at 

above 2K@60fps already 

reach or even surpass the 

best quality experience.

Bit rates at varying resolutions and the 

corresponding best-quality bit rates

Unit: kbps

YouTube's 

average bit rate

Recommended 

bit rate



YouTube defines videos with a 

720p or higher resolution as HD 

videos. HD videos account for 

81.06% of all video sources at 

YouTube.

81.06%
Percentages of SD and HD videos

Source: Huawei iLab
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Only 0.22% of videos support 4K.

But among all the videos uploaded in the 

last year, 0.31% of them support 4K, 

accounting for 50.41% of the 4K video 

base. This is an indication of the soaring 

of 4K videos.

50.41%
Percentage of loaded 4K videos

Source: Huawei iLab

Proportion of 4K 

videos to the total 

in the last year

Proportion of 4K 

videos to the total 

one year ago



YouTube supports 3D videos using red and blue 

colored 3D glasses but are in slow pace, but the 

development is slow. Since 2012 when YouTube 

started converting 1080p videos into 3D, the 

number of 3D videos accounts for only 0.02% of the 

video base.

The number of 3D videos uploaded in the last 

year accounts for only 0.04% of the total 

number.

Percentages of uploaded 3D videos

Source: iLab

Percentage of 3D 

videos uploaded 

one year ago

Percentage of 3D 

videos uploaded 

in the last year



From June 2015 on, YouTube started to 

release a limited number of 8K videos. Some 

of these videos are shot by non-8K camera 

and converted to 8K videos later.

The average bit rate of H.264 videos 

ranges from 20 to 30 Mbps, which is no 

big difference than 4K videos. The 

average bit rate of VP9 videos is higher 

than H.264 videos and is in fluctuations 

of up to 85 Mbps.

Bit rates of 8K video sources

Source: Huawei iLab
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YouTube offers a 360-degree 

video channel on the 

homepage. The number of 

360-degree videos uploaded in 

the last year accounts for 

93.64% of the total, which is a 

fast growth.

Number of uploaded 360-degree videos
Percentage of 

360-degree 
videos uploaded 

one year ago, 
6.36%

Percentage of 
360-degree 

videos uploaded 
in the last year

, 93.64%



In April 2016, YouTube released a small number 

of 360-degree live video channels.

The delay of live videos ranges from 10s to 30s.

DASH MPD is used to switch resolutions at a 

frame rate of 25fps.

Smartphones can be used together with common 

VR helmets, allowing for viewing angle changes 

based on gravity sensing.

YouTube 360-degree live video for Coachella 2016

Source: Huawei iLab

Coachella music and arts festival is the world's biggest outdoor festival with a star-

studded lineup, which is a must go Hollywood stars.



Distribution of 360-degree video content

Source: Huawei iLab

Immersive sports (skiing, 

cycle racing, climbing, and ball 

games), immersive horror 

experience (room escape 

game), and VR videos are the 

top 3 types of 360-degree 

videos recommended by 

YouTube.

Animal vision

Immersive horror films

Immersive sports
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Spotlight

How-to tutorial
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360-degree Video Resolution to Be Improved

To achieve 1080p 

view quality of 360-

degree videos in 

interactive mode, 

the original image 

resolution needs to 

reach 8K level.

Far from 

satisfied bit 

rate

1920*960

@panoramic view
560*288

@Vision view

1920 560

288

To achieve 1080p quality of 360-degree videos in interactive mode on the 

PC or TV screen, the original resolution of video sources must be above 

5760 x 3240. Only 8K (7680 x 4320) can meet the demand.



360-degree Video Quality to Be Improved

The 360-degree videos 

of all resolutions, except 

for 1440p, have a lower 

average bit rate than 

common videos.

Terrible bit 

rate condition

Average bit rate (kbps)

Bit rate comparison between 360-degree 

videos and common videos

360-degree 

video
Common 

video



Status quo of YouTube 

video experience

Bleak Experience



sInteraction sView

sQuality

zero freeze

zero distortion

zero 

waiting

Looking at open industry cooperation and continuous 

evolution, Huawei developed the U-vMOS, a video 

experience measurement system.

Video experience is typically determined by three 

factors: video quality, interactive experience, and 

viewing experience. Any item with a low score may 

lead to the final low U-vMOS score.

Ceiling effect



U-vMOS score of Europe video 

experience < 2.5!

A long way to go towards the best 

experience.

Ultimate experience: initial loading time < 100 ms, 

0 freeze

Best experience: initial loading time < 1s, freeze 

duration per hour < 3s
Remarks: Best experience indicates the 

standard U-vMOS score that can reach the 

best experience value.

U-vMOS scores in varying resolutions



U-vMOS score of 4K videos 

in Europe is typically low.

Remarks: Best experience indicates the standard U-vMOS 

score that can reach the best experience value.



European carriers still provide ADSL

access, and the existing bandwidth is 

insufficient for 4K services.

Some 30% of cVDSL requires a line 

length of less than 300 meters.

Some DSLAMs still use traditional 

wireless connections, with an 

aggregation bandwidth of only 300 

Mbps to 500 Mbps, which fails to 

support 4K services.

45%

21%

34%

Access type

ATM DSLAMs

Eth DSLAMs

VDSL

Distribution of access types of European carrier networks
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Country ISP
BW

(Mbps)

RTT

(ms)
PLR

Theoretical 

Single TCP 

Throughput

E2E Network 

Type

Germany ISP-A 56 13.91 0.080% 29.69 Low throughput

Germany ISP-A 56 21.47 0.060% 22.21 Low throughput

Germany ISP-A 8 46.68 0.001% 79.12 Low bandwidth

Germany ISP-A 56 17.69 0.007% 100 Ideal network

United Kingdom ISP-B 8 168.59 0.096% 2.24

Low 

bandwidth&low 

throughput

Germany ISP-C 2 39.73 0.001% 92.98 Low bandwidth

Switzerland ISP-D 15 12.88 0.447% 13.56

Low 

bandwidth&low 

throughput

Low bandwidth and low throughput 

obstruct high resolution

High RTT from sample networks to the closest 

speed test server



In Europe, YouTube video 

content is mainly distributed on 

the Google's IDC and cache 

servers, with the localization rate 

reaching 98.41%.

Google's IDC distribution in Europe

YouTube's video localization rate is high.



QUIC can effectively improve the access speed and enhance user experience accordingly.

The latest version of Google 

Chrome browser supports QUIC 

by default to process YouTube's 

streaming requests.

QUIC provides optimization in 

delay and packet loss as well as 

congestion control, which greatly 

increases the network throughput. 

Comparison of QUIC and traditional TCP/TLS connections

TCP TCP+TLS QUIC

(equivalent to TCP+TLS)

100 ms
200 ms1

300 ms2

0 ms1

100 ms2

Remarks: 1. Repeat connection

2. Never talked to server before

Sender Receiver ReceiverSender Sender Receiver

 Multi-channel transmission

 Zero round-trip time connection

 Data packet synchronization, effectively reducing packet loss rate

 Forwarding issues, effectively reducing retransmission delays



Item QUIC RACE

Whether greatly improves the 

video transmission efficiency
Yes Yes

Deployment position Server Server/network device

Whether user software 

adaptation required
Yes Yes

Typical vendor Google Huawei

Black Technology: Mainstream Technology to 

Improve Video Transmission Efficiency

Comparison between QUIC and RACE



Source of this report: 

Big data analytics from Huawei iLab Spider

Statistics and in-depth analysis of YouTube's open data

A wide range of sample tests on Huawei employees in 12 European countries using the Huawei 

iLab experience test tool

Theory support:

Huawei U-vMOS

Note: This document is for internal research only. Using this document without Huawei iLab's 

written authorization is not allowed. Huawei will not be liable for any loss caused thereby.
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